Research to Practice Brief
Welcome to the third University of Minnesota College Readiness Consortium and Educational Equity Resource
Center’s Research to Practice Brief. Research to Practice Briefs provide school leaders with information and
resources on current Minnesota issues related to closing achievement gaps and preparing students for
postsecondary success. Each brief provides guidance on one topic and includes resources available at the
University of Minnesota and beyond. School leaders can use the Research to Practice Brief as a framework for
applying current research to best meet their school’s needs.

Issue Three: School Leadership
2015 Legislation
The 2015 legislature funded a previously authorized program called the Minnesota Principals Academy.
Developed jointly by the University of Minnesota, Minnesota Department of Education, Minnesota Elementary
School Principals Association and Minnesota Association of Secondary School Principals in 2007, the Principals
Academy is an executive development program for experienced school leaders who want to lead schools where
all students graduate on the path to earn a certificate or degree in college. Two cohorts of school leaders, in
Thief River Falls and in the Twin Cities, are currently enrolled and ten cohorts have completed the Academy.

Principles from the Research
There is a growing body of research demonstrating that creating a high performing school requires a high
performing leader. Great teachers are essential, but without a great leader these pockets of excellence will not
create a high quality system. Yet on a daily basis the principal’s duties range from setting the vision to scheduling
lunchroom coverage, from managing a complex budget to resolving student disputes. Effective school leadership
requires not only a deep understanding of instructional systems, but also skill in personnel management,
coaching, finance, data analysis, ethics, communications, community and family engagement, and the ability to
align it all. Research tells us that:
1. The impact of school leadership on student learning is second only to teaching among school‐related
factors. Successful leaders are able to establish goals, strategically align resources, develop and support
people (creating high performance expectations) and (re)design the organization, including structures
and culture. Leithwood et. al., 2004, Robinson et. al., 2008.
2. Leading change is a key role of principals today, and requires strong leaders with an understanding of
organizational change. Wagner, 2012.
3. School leaders need appropriate training and support to be successful. Darling‐Hammond, 2009.

How Should School Leaders Apply the Research?
As with most professions, preparation programs provide foundational knowledge and after a few years
managing the breadth of the job, a practicing principal should be ready to go deeper into his or her learning.
School boards (or any governing or oversight organization) need to assure that the school and/or district
leadership are getting high quality professional development. Other fields, such as business, law, medicine and
the military, consider professional development (including providing new experiences) as an integral part of the
workweek, not an add‐on to be squeezed in during evenings and weekends.
“Sit and git” lectures and seminars rarely create a change in behavior. Professional development that provides
ongoing involvement with the content, preferably with interaction with daily responsibilities, and ideally
coaching, provide the highest likelihood of actual implementation.
Becoming an effective leader requires time performing the job, not just classroom learning. Extended time to
engage in leadership responsibilities, such as extended internships alongside experienced principals, before
assuming the job is extremely valuable.

What Does Effective Leadership Look Like in a School?
Today’s school leader frequently roams the school, but with intent and focused on instruction. The principal has
established school goals for student outcomes that are clearly understood by teachers and are used to focus and
coordinate their work. The principal visits multiple classrooms for short visits, rotating visits and providing
feedback. In the classroom her focus is on student learning and she looks for alignment with school objectives.
Teachers work in collegial teams to use data to evaluate student learning and adjust accordingly. Staff welcome
feedback on instruction as a learning opportunity, and the principal is astute at perceiving and resolving conflict.
The principal also engages with students so they feel respected and assures an orderly environment.

Resources
Professional Development
Minnesota Principals Academy : Executive development program for experienced principals
Urban Leadership Academy: University of Minnesota workshops for urban school leaders
University of Minnesota licensing and leadership development program
The Minnesota Association of Secondary School Principals and Minnesota Elementary School Principals
Association provide professional development opportunities for their members.
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Other References
National Institute for School Leadership NISL developed the curriculum used in the MN Principals Academy
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